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Xfer Records contains VST Serum, Nerve, Cthulhu
and LFO Tool plugins. Other downloads include high-

quality audio and video packages for Audacity,
MediaWiki, Ovi, and SalsaDev. With the help of

VST, standard projects are also developed, focused
on the beginning or end of work. The Passamer
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program developed in 2000 is also a representative of
the family of these packages. OpenOffice is part of

OpenSolaris and has been free since 2005. The
interface is very simple, except for the presence of
four toolbars that perform similar functions. Search

and navigation are accessed by dragging text
fragments with the mouse. The "Links" panel

contains links to settings created in other programs,
such as Spectrum and Systeminator. Button panels
can be moved in any direction. An integrated drag
and drop mechanism is used, which allows you to

move individual elements of the window, as well as
convert them into auxiliary elements, such as a

marker or checkboxes. In the Markup window, you
can copy the address bar from one window to

another, and then paste it into another. The simple
interface combined with support for various file types
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(such as video and audio files) and integration with
other applications makes it very easy to work with.

The GUI is fully compatible with the Windows
desktop environment. The environment includes
controls, error messages, snap-in, cleanup, and a

visual editor for writing code. The main part refers to
the standard shell developed by Microsoft, but
additional tools are also included. To access the

standard GPLv3 open source package, there is a fairly
nice and handy tool. It includes the GCC, C, Visual

C++, Borland C++, and Tcl compilers. The
embedded source currently includes C++11. Support

for OpenGL or QuickTime file transformations
comes from the standard environment. You can

download the distribution kit on the project website.
Installation requires a disc with the program and

support for Windows XP or higher. You can also use
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a number of alternative options, for example, on this
site you can download Ninja Text Editor for
Windows. Due to the fact that the language is

international, there are many translators who can
translate any program from the specified language
into Russian. Thus, Alt Linux has the most optimal

set of features.
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